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Abstract
Free shipping with conditions has become one of the most effective marketing tools avail-

able. An increasing number of companies, especially e-businesses, prefer to offer free ship-

ping with some predetermined condition, such as a minimum purchase amount by the

customer. However, in practice, the demands of buyers are uncertain; they are often affect-

ed by many factors, such as the weather and season. We begin by modeling the centralized

ordering problem in which the supplier offers a free shipping service and retailers face sto-

chastic demands. As these random data are considered, only partial information such as

the known mean, support, and deviation is needed. The model is then analyzed via a robust

optimization method, and the two types of equivalent sets of uncertainty constraints that are

obtained provide good mathematical properties with consideration of the robustness of so-

lutions. Subsequently, a numerical example is used to compare the results achieved from a

robust optimization method and the linear decision rules. Additionally, the robustness of the

optimal solution is discussed, as it is affected by the minimum quantity parameters. The

increasing cost-threshold relationship is divided into three periods. In addition, the case

study shows that the proposed method achieves better stability as well as computational

complexity.

Introduction
With the rapid development of e-commerce and the logistics industry, the free shipping strate-
gy implemented by e-business enterprises has become an effective approach to attract and re-
tain customers. Currently, most e-commerce companies, especially business-to-consumer
(B2C) and business-to-business (B2B) enterprises, offer free shipping to buyers who spend
more than a specified amount of money. An increasing number of electric commercial enter-
prises have begun adopting this free shipping strategy. For example, Amazon, the globally rec-
ognized online bookstore, offers free shipping to customers when a purchase meets or exceeds
35 dollars. E-business enterprises in China, Tianmao and Jingdong, also apply a free shipping
strategy if a certain purchase amount is met. The growth and evolution of the e-commerce sec-
tor have undeniably highlighted the importance of shipping and handling (S&H) fees to busi-
ness models. Suppliers can gain cost advantages in order processing and implementation by
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lowering the frequency of small shipments. Furthermore, if many retailers order jointly, the
free shipping requirement may result in cost savings. Therefore, free shipping strategies have
become a subject of interest and important research topic for both suppliers and consumers.
As the survey evidence indicates, more than 50% of online shoppers complain about shipping
fees, and more than 60% of shoppers will cancel an order if shipping fees increase. Research
has shown that fulfillment issues are a crucial driver of customer satisfaction.

In this paper, the order centralization problem with free shipping appears to be important
for attracting customers and increasing turnover. Given that a supplier and multiple retailers
whose demands for commodities have an uncertain coexistence in a supply chain, a retailer
may primarily focus on how free shipping schedules influence ordering strategies. Lewis et al.
[1] used an ordered probability model to confirm the effects of nonlinear and discontinuous
free shipping on purchasing decisions. The model shows that retailers are quite sensitive to
shipping charges. In addition, promotion policies, such as free shipping and free shipping for
orders that exceed a certain pre-determined quantity or amount threshold, are quite effective
in generating additional sales. Some researchers considered the pricing and free shipping strat-
egies of B2C and B2B companies by modeling two-stage decision problems [2, 3]. These studies
performed sensitivity analyses to test this influence and discussed the leader-follower action
based on game theory. Gumus et al. [4] studied the partitioning decisions of retailers using a
two-scenario analysis and illustrated that the prices charged by retailers are relevant to their
shipping fee polices. Scholars have also investigated the management of stochastic inventory
systems with a free shipping option [5]. Abad and Aggarwal [6] studied a pricing decision with
random demand to reduce transport costs that includes free shipping with conditions. Hua
et al. [7] addressed the optimal order strategy of a retailer whose demand is either deterministic
or stochastic when suppliers provide a free shipping service. These researchers analyzed the ef-
fects of transportation costs on the retailer’s optimal order strategy based on the EOQmodel
and the newsvendor model. Academics and practitioners presented the centralization ordering
problem of retailers with stochastic demands that require limited distributional information,
such as the known mean and support as well as several deviation measures of the random data,
and suppliers offer free shipping only when the total order amount reaches a certain threshold
[8].

One issue in the above study is the same assumption of distributional information about
random data. Because this information is difficult to obtain in practice, this limitation has stim-
ulated interest in robust optimization (RO) as an alternative approach to handling uncertain
data. In RO, compared with full distributional knowledge, which is difficult to obtain, only par-
tial information such as the known mean, support, and deviation is needed. In contrast to the
analysis in [8], which considers the basic linear rule method, uncertain demand via the RO
method is considered in this paper.

The RO method was first proposed by Soyster in [9], which used math set theory to describe
the uncertain information of the parameters. This method uses the large probability of avoid-
ing decision deviation in poor conditions to obtain the robust domain and avoid large losses.
This method can effectively avoid the instability of other algorithms and has great potential ap-
plication value. For example, Ben-Tal [10] applied the RO method to the dynamic manage-
ment of supply contracts. Bertsimas and Thiele [11] also applied the RO method to the
inventory-pricing model and inventory management. Bertsimas et al. [12] surveyed the theo-
retical and applied study of RO and highlighted applications of RO across various fields and
subjects, such as finance, machine learning, and many areas of engineering. Therefore, adopt-
ing the RO method to analyze the optimal ordering model with free shipping under uncertain
demand is feasible. We thus propose a new optimization algorithm to solve this problem.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. A stochastic programming model of the
optimal order strategy of retailers will be presented in Section Problem Descriptions, with un-
certain demands and a free shipping option. In Section Robust Optimization, based on the line-
ar decision rule and the affine assumption, the robust counterpart of the stochastic
programming model is analyzed, and a new equivalent determined model is formulated. In Sec-
tion Numerical Experiments, a numerical experiment confirms that the result based on robust
analysis is better than that obtained in [8]. In addition, the level of sensitivity is analyzed in
terms of how order incidence is affected by the size threshold of free shipping, and the differ-
ence in individual and joint chance constraints is also considered. Finally, the conclusion in the
final section summarizes this study and provides several recommendations.

Problem Descriptions
According to the study by Meng et al. [8], we consider the same problem in which a supplier
and a number of retailers trade certain types of goods. The supplier offers the goods to retailers
whose demands for commodities are uncertain. All retailers order goods uniformly, and the
order price is constant. Only when the total order amount reaches a certain threshold can the
supplier offer free shipping to retailers. In this problem, we consider how to minimize the costs
to all retailers by selecting their optimal order quantity. Here, all retailers are rational, and their
inventories are inadequate to meet real demand. In addition, no competition exists among re-
tailers, who are willing to participate in the buying group to pay the total minimum fee. There-
fore, the reasonable objective of this problem is to minimize the total cost of all retailers subject
to condition that the demands of all retailers are met.

To model the problem in stochastic programming, we denote the following notions, which
are the same as those in [8]. The notions m and c are the retail price and order price of the
goods, respectively, and q is the known threshold for free shipping. The random demand of the
ith retailer is dð~zÞ, which is independent from the others, and li is the current inventory, where
i = 1, 2, � � �, n is the number of retailers. We denote the order quantity xi as the decision vari-

able. Only when
Xn

i¼1
xi � q is met can the supplier offer free shipping to retailers; otherwise,

the retailers should assume a cost f ð
Xn

i¼1
xiÞ. The symbol wið~zÞ is a decision variable repre-

senting the shortage of goods caused by dið~zÞ in an uncertain environment. The symbol y is a
0–1 variable in which 1 means payoff for the transport and 0 is free shipping. Therefore, the
model of the optimal order strategy with a free shipping option is given as follows (1).

minc� ð
Xn
i¼1

xiÞ þ f ð
Xn
i¼1

xiÞ � y þm� Eð
Xn
i¼1

wð~zÞÞ

s:t:

xi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � li; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � n

xi;wið~zÞ � 0; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � n

y ¼ 0; if
Xn
i¼1

xi � q

y ¼ 1; if
Xn
i¼1

xi < q

ð1Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

Where the objective function contains the ordering cost, transportation cost, and penalty cost
generated if the demands are not satisfied. For the penalty cost to be relevant to the uncertain
realization of ~z , a certain expectation applies here. According to the objective function, the
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order quantity of the goods must not be so high that it adds inventory, and the shortage must
not be sufficiently high to increase costs. The first constraint means that for the ith retailer, the
sum of the ordering quantity, shortage, and inventory quantity should be not less than their de-
mand. The second constraint shows that the decision variables of ordering quantity and short-
age are nonnegative. The third constraint ensures that the ordering quantity is not less than the
given threshold q; otherwise, the retailers should pay for the transportation cost.

In this paper, we assume that the random demand dð~zÞ and the random shortage wið~zÞ are
general uncertain variables whose distributional functions or other full knowledge are un-
known and for which limited distributional information is known. Perhaps the most appropri-
ate way to ensure a constraint is to restrict its upper bound of violation probability. Such a
constraint is regarded as a probabilistic or chance constraint. According to the idea of chance
constraint in stochastic programming, the first constraint that xi þ wið~zÞ þ li � dið~zÞ should
be feasible with a probability of at least 1 – β and can be rewritten as Pðxi þ wið~zÞ þ li �
dið~zÞÞ � 1� b, where β is a small probability.

One critical issue of chance-constrained problems involves determining the distributional
condition relevant to the stochastic data. An individual chance-constrained condition second-
order-cone representable only for certain special distributions. That is, the original optimiza-
tion model is equivalent to a second-order-cone model, which is computationally intractable.
However, for general distributions, chance-constrained problems are difficult to solve compu-
tationally and are ranked as NP-hard problems [13]. However, the RO method has perfectly il-
lustrated the approximate computation of chance-constrained problems. Therefore, we use the
RO method to analyze model (1).

Robust Optimization

3.1. Related knowledge
RO is a more recent and distinct approach in uncertainty optimization. It mainly focuses on
traditional optimization theory and tractability, with modeling power and structural results ex-
cluded. Besides, the RO has achieved wide practice in different disciplines and fields, such as fi-
nance, investment, machine learning, logistics and engineering. According to [14], it is feasible
to analyze the solvability of the problem via the linear decision rule. Therefore, we assume that
the recourse variable wið~zÞ is the linear function relying on a set of independent random vari-
ables zk, k = 1,� � �,N, as

wð~zÞ ¼ w0 þ
XN
k¼1

wk~zk; ~zk 2 W;W ¼ ð�zi; �ziÞ ð2Þ

Where w0 is the nominal value of wð~zÞ, wk is the direction of data perturbation, and ~zk is the
primitive uncertainty with mean zero and support in ð�zi; �ziÞ. Meanwhile, according to the
general robust analysis, parameter data dð~zÞ are affinely dependent on ~zk as

dð~zÞ ¼ d0 þ
XN
k¼1

dk~z . Similarly, d0 is the nominal value of dð~zÞ, and dk is the direction of data

perturbation. Then, xi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � li can be rewritten as

xi þ w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

wk
i ~zk � d0

i þ
XN
k¼1

dk
i ~zk � li ð3Þ

In this paper, because u 2 Rn is a vector, we denote the definition of the vector norm and dual
norm according to [15, 16]. The vector norm is adopted in the form of an uncertainty set: kuk
= k|u|k and kuk � kuk2 for 8u, where |u| is the vector with the j component equal to |uj|
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for each j from 1 to n. We refer to this norm as an absolute norm. The dual norm k�k� is de-
fined as uk k� ¼ max

xk k<�1
u0x.

We then describe several basic properties from the literature [15, 16] that are used to prove
the conclusion of theorems 4 and 5.

Proposition 1. For the absolute norm,

ðaÞ one has kuk� ¼ kjujk�
;

ðbÞ for all v; u; such that jvj � juj; kvk� � kuk�;
ðcÞ for all v; u; such that jvj � juj; kvk � kuk;
ðdÞ kuk� � kuk2; 8u:

ð4Þ

Proposition 2. For the programming as follows,

z� ¼ max a0v þ b0u

s:t:

( kv þ uk � d

v; u � 0

ð5Þ

For a, v, b, u 2 Rn, the optimal value is z
�
= δktk�, where ti =max{ai, bi, 0}, i = 1� � �n.

In optimization models, if random variables are difficult to corporate, then operation be-
comes difficult and often computationally intractable. The purpose is to obtain probability
bounds for constraint violations rather than to analyze complete distributional information.
Here, we denote the set of values associated with the forward and backward deviations of a ran-
dom variable ~z . Let ~z be a random variable, and letM~zðsÞ ¼ Eðexpðs~zÞÞ be its moment-gener-
ating function. We denote the set of forward deviations of ~z as follows:

Fð~zÞ ¼ fa : a � 0;M~z�Eð~zÞð
�

a
Þ � expð�

2

a
Þ; 8� � 0: ð6Þ

Similarly, the following set is defined for backward deviations.

Bð~zÞ ¼ fa : a � 0;M~z�Eð~zÞð�
�

a
Þ � expð�

2

2
Þ; 8� � 0: ð7Þ

When ~z is symmetrically distributed around its mean, we have Fð~zÞ ¼ Bð~zÞ.
Proposition 3. Let ~x and ~y be two independent random variables with zero means, such

that p~x 2 Fð~xÞ, q~x 2 Bð~xÞ, p~y 2 Fð~yÞ and q~y 2 Bð~yÞ.

a. If ~z ¼ ~x þ ~y, then ðp~z ; q~zÞ ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2~x þ p2~y

q
;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q2~x þ q2~y

q
satisfies p~z 2 Fð~zÞ, q~z 2 Bð~zÞ.

b. pð~x > Op~xÞ � expð�O2=2Þ and pð~x < �Oq~xÞ � expð�O2=2Þ.
We will analyze the primitive uncertainty ~z in two cases. The first case addresses only the

norm uncertainty set, which is computed relatively easily. In the second case, we will discuss
the constraint ofW in (2) at the base of the norm uncertainty set, which has greater accuracy
and complexity than that in the first case.

3.2. Robust analysis based on the norm uncertainty set
If ~z is symmetrically distributed, then we use the following symmetrical norm set,
A1 ¼ f~z : k~zk � Og, where O 2 R is a fixed number. Generally, if ~z is asymmetrically distrib-
uted, then we may use the asymmetrical norm uncertainty set as follows:
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A2 ¼ f~z : ~z ¼ ~v � ~u; kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O; ~v; ~u � 0; ~v; ~u 2 RNg, where P = diag(p1� � �pN), Q =
diag(q1� � �qN), pi, qi > 0. Specifically, when P, Q are identity matrices, the set A2 is equivalent to
A1. Then, the constraint (3) is equivalent to

xi þ w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

wk
i ð~vk � ~ukÞ � d0

i þ
XN
k¼1

dk
i ð~vk � ~ukÞ � li; kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O; ~v; ~u � 0 ð8Þ

Theorem 4. For O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1=bÞp

, 9P = diag(p1� � �pN), Q = diag(q1� � �qN), t 2 RN if x satis-
fies its robust counterpart as follows:

�xi � w0
i þ Oktk� � �d0

i þ li

tki � pkðdk
i � wk

i Þ
tki � �qkðdk

i � wk
i Þ

ð9Þ

8><
>:

then Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � 1� b holds.
Proof. We first express how to obtain the set (9).
According to (8), for the ith retailer, we have

�xi � w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þð~vk � ~ukÞ � �d0
i þ li and kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O; ~v; ~u � 0 ð10Þ

Formula (10) holds if and only if

�xi � w0
i þ max

f~v ;~u :kP�1~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;~v ;~u�0g
f
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þð~vk � ~ukÞg � �d0
i þ li ð11Þ

According to Proposition 2, we have

�xi � w0
i þ Oktk� � �d0

i þ li;

where t ¼ ðt1; t2 � � � ; tNÞ 2 RN ; tk ¼ maxfdk
i � wk

i Þpk;�ðdk
i � wk

i Þqk; 0g:
ð12Þ

Therefore, a new set known as the robust counterpart is obtained.

�xi � w0
i þ Oktk� � �d0

i þ li

tk � pkðdk
i � wk

i Þ
tk � �qkðdk

i � wk
i Þ

8><
>:

Next, we prove that x satisfies (9) if and only if Pðxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � liÞ � 1� b holds.

Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig

¼ Pfxi þ w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

wk
i ~z

k � d0
i þ

XN
k¼1

dk
i ~z

k � lig

¼ Pf
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk �� d0
i þ li þ xi þ w0

i g

From (12) and Proposition 1(d), we have�d0
i þ li þ xi þ w0

i � Oktk� � Oktk2, such that
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the following inequality related to the probability above holds.

Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � Pf
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � Oktk�g � Pf
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk

> Oktk2gð13Þ

With the elements of P, Q from the sets Pð~zÞ, Qð~zÞ, according to Proposition 3 (b), ktk2 2

Pð
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zkÞ holds. Additionally, when O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1� bÞp

holds, we have

Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � expð�O2=2Þ ¼ b

Therefore, Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � 1� b holds.
In this case, A1, A2 is discussed only when considering the absolute norm O. The distribu-

tion of the random variable is not computed, including the constraint of ~zi 2 W andW ¼
ð� z ; �zÞ in (3); thus, there is some deviation between the counterpart set and the original set.
Furthermore, we consider the distributionW of the random variable based on the norm
uncertainty set.

3.3 The robust analysis based on the norm uncertainty set andW
In this case, we consider all probable values of dð~zÞ;Wð~zÞ; including the worst-case
W ¼ ð� z ; �zÞ. The constraint of ~z in the norm uncertainty set A1 may be written as

B1 ¼ f~x : kxk � O;� z � x � �zg

Corresponding to A2, we have

B2 ¼ fx : x ¼ ~v � ~u; kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O;� z � ~v � ~u � �z ; ~v; ~u � 0g

Where P = diag(p1,� � �,pN) and Q = diag(q1,� � �,qN) with pi, qi > 0,i = 1,� � �,N, such that the con-
straint (3) can be expressed as follows

xi þ w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

wk
i ð~vk � ~ukÞ � d0

i þ
XN
k¼1

dk
i ð~vk � ~ukÞ � li; with

kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O; ~v ¼ ð~vk
i ; � � � ; ~vk

i Þ 2 RN
þ; ~u

k
i ¼ ð~uk

i ; � � � ~uk
i Þ 2 RN

þ;�z � ~vk
i � ~uk

i � �z

ð14Þ

Similarly, we reach the following conclusions.

Theorem 5. For P = diag(p1,� � �,pN), Q = diag(q1,� � � qN), t 2 RN, u 2 Rl, O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1=bÞp

if
x satisfies the robust counterpart as follows

�xi � w0
i þmin

r;s�0
fOktik� þ ri�z þ sizg � d0

i þ li

tik � pkðdk
i � wk

i � rki þ ski Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N
tik � �qkðdk

i � wk
i � rki þ ski Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N

rki ; s
k
i � 0; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n

ð15Þ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

then Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � 1� b holds, where β is a small number.
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Proof. We first explain how to obtain the set (15). Let

φi ¼ ðφ1
i ;φ

2
i ; � � � ;φN

i Þ ¼ ðd1
i � w1

i ; d
2
i � w2

i ; � � � ; dN
i � wN

i Þ;

Thus, (14) can be rewritten as�xi � w0
i þ

XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þð~vk
i � ~uk

i Þ � �d0
i þ li, with

kP�1~v þ Q�1~uk � O; ~v; ~u � 0;� z � ~vk
i � ~uk

i � �z , which holds if and only if the following
inequality holds.

�xi � w0
i þ max

f~v ;~u :kP�1~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;�z�~vki �~uki ��z ;~v ;~u�0g

(XN
k¼1

φk
i ð~vk

i � ~uk
i Þ
)

� �d0
i þ li

According to strong duality theory, we can obtain the equivalent representation

, �xi � w0
i þminr;s�0

(
max

f~v ;~u :kP�1 ~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;~v ;~u�0g

(XN
k¼1

fφk
i ð~vk

i � ~uk
i Þ þ rki ð�z � ~vk

i þ ~uk
i Þ þ skðz þ ~vk

i � ~uk
i Þg
))

� �d0
i þ li

, �xi � w0
i þmin

r;s�0

(
max

f~v ;~u :kP�1 ~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;~v ;~u�0g

(
ðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~v i � ðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~ui þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þ
))

� �d0
i þ lið16Þ

In the last inequality, r, s are irrelevant to ~v; ~u, such that we have

max
fv~;~u :kP�1~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;~v ;~u�0g

(
ðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~vi � ðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~ui þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þ
)

¼ max
f~v ;~u :kP�1~vþQ�1 ~uk�O;~v ;~u�0g

fðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~vi � ðφi � ri þ siÞ � ~uig þ �zð
XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þð17Þ

When the formula above is inserted into (16), according to Proposition 2, (16) has the
equivalent representation

�xi � w0
i þmin

r;s�0
fOktik� þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þg � �d0
i þ li ð18Þ

Where tkðr; sÞ ¼ maxfðφk
i � rki þ ski Þpk � ðφk

i � rki þ ski Þqk; 0g
Therefore, a new set known as the robust counterpart with the form (15) is obtained.

�xi � w0
i þmin

r;s�0
fOktik� þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þg � �d0
i þ li

tik � pkðdk
i � wk

i � rki þ ski Þ
tik � �qkðdk

i � wk
i � rki þ ski Þ

rki ; s
k
i � 0; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

Next, we will prove that O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1=bÞp

if and only if Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � 1� b.
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From (18), we have

Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig

¼ P

 XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � �d0
i þ li þ x þ w0

i

!

� P

 XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � min
r;s�0

(
Oktik� þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þ
)!

� Pð
XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � min
r;s�0

(
Oktk2 þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þ
)

ð19Þ

Where the last inequality follows from Proposition 1. Let t
�
= t(r

�
, s

�
) be the optimal solution

ofmin
r;s�0

(
Oktk2 þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rki Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

ski Þ
)
, and considering the inequality x 2 ð�z; �zÞ, we have

P

 XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � min
r;s�0

(
Oktik2 þ �zð

XN
k¼1

rkÞ þ zð
XN
k¼1

skÞ
)!

¼ P

 XN
k¼1

ðdk
i � wk

i Þ~zk � Okti�k2 þ �zð
XN
k¼1

rk
�

i Þ þ zð
XN
k¼1

sk
�
i Þ
!

¼ Pð
XN
k¼1

ðφk
i � rk

�
i þ sk

�
i ÞÞ~zk �Okti�k2

ð20Þ

With the elements of P, Q from sets Pð~zÞ, Qð~zÞ, according to Proposition 3, we have

kt�i k2 2 Pððφk
i � rk

�
i þ sk

�
i ÞxÞ. Therefore, for O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 lnð1=bÞp
, the following inequality holds:

Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � expð�O2=2Þ ¼ b

Therefore, Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � 1� b holds.
Thus, we obtain two types of robust counterparts for problem (1) with uncertain demand,

where the chance constraint is transformed into a convex group of linear or second-order-cone
constraints. Therefore, the transformed program will yield a global optimum solution to
the problem.

Numerical Experiments
Assume that three retailers order goods from the same supplier. The retail price of a unit of a
good is m = 70, and the order price is c = 40. The transportation function is proportional to the
order quantity, that is, r = 4. The given threshold is q = 60. The current inventories of the retail-
ers are 5, 8, and 10, respectively. Their demands are in the same form dð~zÞ ¼ 30þ ~z , that is,
d0
i ¼ 30, d1

i ¼ 1. The recourse variable wð~zÞ is in the form wð~zÞ ¼ w0 þ w1~z , where w0 is the
usual value of wð~zÞ and w1 is the direction of data perturbation. Here, ~z is the primitive uncer-
tainty for which the known mean is zero and the support is ~z 2 ½�1; 2	.
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According to section 3.2, the robust program of this detailed problem is

min40� ð
X3
i¼1

xiÞ þ 4� ð
X3
i¼1

xiÞ � y þ 70� ð
X3

i¼1

w0
i Þ

s:t:

�x1 � w0
1 þ Okt1k� � �30þ 5

�x2 � w0
2 þ Okt2k� � �30þ 8

�x3 � w0
3 þ Okt3k� � �30þ 10

t11 ¼ maxfp1ð1� w1
1Þ;�q1ð1� w1

1Þ; 0g

t21 ¼ maxfp1ð1� w1
2Þ;�q1ð1� w1

2Þ; 0g

t31 ¼ maxfp1ð1� w1
3Þ;�q1ð1� w1

3Þ; 0g

xi � 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

y ¼ 0; if
X3

i¼1

xi � 60

y ¼ 1; if
X3

i¼1

xi < 60

ð21Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

According to section 3.3, the robust program of this detailed problem is as follows

min40� ð
X3
i¼1

xiÞ þ 4� ð
X3
i¼1

xiÞ � y þ 70� ð
X3
i¼1

w0
i Þ

s:t:

�x1 � w0
1 þmin

r;s�0
fOkt1k� þ r11 � 2s11g � �30þ 5

�x2 � w0
2 þmin

r;s�0
fOkt2k� þ r12 � 2s12g � �30þ 8

�x3 � w0
3 þmin

r;s�0
fOkt3k� þ r13 � 2s13g � �30þ 10

t11 � maxfp1ð1� w1
1 � r11 þ s11Þ;�q1ð1� w1

1 � r11 þ s11Þ; 0g

t21 ¼ maxfp1ð1� w1
2 � r12 þ s12Þ;�q1ð1� w1

2 � r12 þ s12Þ; 0g

t31 ¼ maxfp1ð1� w1
3 � r13 þ s13Þ;�q1ð1� w1

3 � r13 þ s13Þ; 0g

xi; r
1
i ; s

1
i � 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

y ¼ 0; if
X3
i¼1

xi � 60

y ¼ 1; if
X3
i¼1

xi < 60

ð22Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

First, we compute the forward and backward deviations. Based on the approximate method
in [15], we obtain p1 = 0.96 and q1 = 1.5.
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We then consider all βi = 0.001 (that is, the stochastic demand of every retailer can be

guaranteed with the probability 1 − β = 99.999%), and O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 lnð1=bÞp ¼ 3:72 is obtained.

Solving model (21) with the above data using LINGO solver, we find that the optimal ordering
strategies for the three retailers are 22, 21.34, and 20, respectively, and the optimal cost value is
2700, in which the free shipping condition is satisfied for the total order amount of 63.34. By
solving model (22) with the above data, we find that the optimal ordering strategies for the
three retailers are 22.93, 20.42, and 16.97, respectively, and the optimal cost value is 2413, in
which the free shipping condition is satisfied for the total order amount of 60.3. The solution
for model (22) is obviously superior to that for model (21); this finding illustrates that the anal-
ysis in section 3.3 based on the norm uncertainty set andW is more accurate.

Regarding this same numerical experiment, the solution is far superior to that used in [8], in
which the optimal value was 2770. Therefore, compared with the linear decision method, the
robust analysis in this paper is more scientific because the counter-constraint by the linear de-
cision method is linear in [8]. However, the robust counterparts of this paper’s model are conic
quadratic constraints with a higher degree of complexity.

Furthermore, for the more accurate model (22), we consider the sensitivity of the effect of
threshold q on the optimal value. Initially, we use the value five times the current value (i.e.,

Table 1. The Relationship between the Threshold and the Optimal Cost.

Threshold of q 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Optimal cost 2056 2056 2056 2217 2413 2724 2986 2986 2986

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0125939.t001

Fig 1. The Detailed Relationship between the Threshold and the Optimal Value.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0125939.g001
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60), and we present the optimal function values in Table 1. This result shows that the optimal
cost value is constant from q = 40 to q = 50, increases from q = 50 to q = 70, and then becomes
constant again from q = 70 to q = 80.

To find the relationship, we consider 40 groups of thresholds and optimal values (q = 40,
41,. . ., 80) in greater detail, as shown in Fig 1.

A comparison between Fig 1 and Fig 2 reveals that the optimal cost obtained by the RO
method in this paper is much more accurate. Additionally, this value varies less when the size
threshold changes, indicating better sensitivity.

Finally, in both (21) and (22), the stochastic demand of every retailer can be guaranteed
with the probability 1 – β = 99.999%, which is known as individual chance constraints. If each
retailer coordinates strategies with other retailers, a new question arises in that the demand of
all retailers is guaranteed with a probability that is not less than 1 – β, that is,
Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � li; i ¼ 1; 2; 3g � b. This constraint is defined as a joint chance con-
straint, which is different from Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � bi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3. In many studies,
the typical approach involves choosing βk = β/n subject to Pfxi þ wið~zÞ � dið~zÞ � lig � bi,X3

i¼1
bi � b [17]. Here, using β = 0.001 and n = 3, we obtain O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 lnð1=3biÞ
p ¼ 3:4. The

optimal costs in models (21) and (22) are 2700 and 2477, respectively, which shows no obvious
differences from the result found for individual chance constraints.

Fig 2. The Detailed Relationship between the Threshold and the Optimal Value in [8].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0125939.g002
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Conclusions
Understanding the effect of free shipping services on a business model is a critical component
of supply chain management (SCM). This study provides a swift, cost-effective and efficient
guide for scientific decision making and support in e-commerce activities. This paper studied
the optimal order problem under demand uncertainty and proposed a stochastic programming
model in which the objective function is to minimize the total cost of all retailers. Because of
the limited information regarding the uncertain variables in the model, this study adopted the
RO method to analyze the chance constraint and finds that the two types of equivalence sets
used for the uncertainty constraint obtained are tractable. Finally, this paper compares the re-
sults obtained from the RO method with those obtained based on the linear decision rule. The
findings indicate that the RO method is more effective in terms of computational complexity
and stability.
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